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Abstract 

It is possible for virtualization of desktop to dramatically reduce maintenance costs 

and improve the security using various virtualization techniques rather than previous 

desktop environments. Also, with blocking beforehand the information leakage caused by 

data centralization, it is easy to manage the information security. This desktop 

virtualization provides creation and duplication of data and standardized desktop 

environments using easy and fast virtualization works. So, it is possible to improve 

efficiency, stability, and fusibility of virtualization. In this paper, with the desktop 

virtualization, the power saving effects are obtained from 65,750(kW) to 7,300(kW) , 

which is from 480(w) to 50 (w) for using one desktop for 8 hours per a day.  In addition, 

the 62 desktops and 62 monitors are combined to one operational server with 62 thin 

clients. As a result of this, the security is improved greatly by data centralization, which 

the user can access the main server as a thin client with given space. 
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1. Introduction 

Recently, companies and governments have been faced with the environment 

related to electricity usage, maintenance costs, including repair, and internal 

security leakage for using desktops. The desktop users should access flexibly to the 

application and data, whenever they need regardless of devices that they use. The 

existing desktop environment has various limitations related to high maintenance 

and management costs [1-2, 13], security problems, and constraints of work for 

using PCs. However, using virtualization of desktops, it is possible to reduce the 

maintenance costs of previous desktops and to manage the information security 

because of data centralization. Also, the efficiency, stability, and fusibility will be 

increased by creation and duplication of easy and fast virtual environment and by 

standardized desktop environments. The problems of using existing desktops are 

high energy usage in working environment of using personal desktop computer, 

leakage and loss of internal information, inefficient managements, and so on. 

Moreover, it can also be taken place business paralysis during repair t ime when PC 

has failure and trouble, permanent loss of working materials when the storage 

devices malfunction, and danger of leakage of information. The Table 1 shows 

carbon emission quantity of information technology (IT) area and the proportion of 

PCs and monitors are estimated 26.8% and 17.7 %, respectively. This tendency has 

been maintained similar ratio, recently.  
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Source: ‘Analysis of current energy usage of  IT area and research on development of 

Green IT policy’, NIA. 

[unit: Ten thousand tons] 

 

Table 1. Analysis of Current Energy Usage of IT Area 

Entirety PC Monitor Printer Server IT Home network 

1,750 

(100%) 

468 

(26.8%) 

310 

(17.7%) 

453 

(25.9%) 

134 

(7.7%) 

345 

(19.6%) 

40 

(2.3%) 

1,365 (78.1%) 385 (21.9%) 

 

2. Desktop Virtualization 
 

 2.1 Concepts and Organization 

Desktop virtualization [3-4] is one type of server based computing (SBC) which 

is technology that user accesses the virtual desktop machines like PC inside data 

center servers using local devices, usually thin client [5-6], and uses the data, 

operating system (OS), applications, and so on. Namely, this is a system that can 

establish dozens of computer in a single central server as a function of computer 

main body using the virtualization technology and can support work as similar as 

using the PC. Moreover, it makes virtual desktop environments with combining user 

environment setting, OS, and applications, depending on user needs and provides 

these image browsers to users.  

 

 

Figure 1. Desktop Virtualization Conceptual Diagram 

As shown in the Figure 1, it is needed resources like clients, session broker 

server, certification server, hypervisor [7, 14], virtual machine [8] operating server, 

sharing storage, and so on, in the virtual desktop environment.  

The following is the needed resources for virtual desktop environment. 

- Terminal: Terminal is the device that accesses remotely to the central virtual 

machine and the software (SW) and hardware (HW) type is existed. SW type can be 
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installed and used in the existing PC and HW type can be used as an exclusive 

device. The HW type terminal divides into zero client and thin client depending on 

existing own storage. The Table 2 shows the characteristics relative to the type of 

terminals. 

 

Table 2. Comparison Relative to Types of Terminals 

Items Zero client Thin client  General PC 

CPU 

No 

(Perform only act as 
translators) 

Low power CPU High performance CPU 

OS No  Optimum OS General OS 

Memory No Low(1GB↓ ) High(1GB↑ ) 

Storage  HDD No Flash memory HDD 

Power 

consumption 
5W ↓  15~40W 35~275W 

Use single 
Impossible 

(server required) 
possible possible 

 

- Session Broker Server: Session broker server is the contact point between user 

terminal and virtualization engine and applies user certification and security policy. 

This is the device that can store the information which virtual machine transmits to 

the users with respect to the access request. User terminal get certification through 

the session broker server and uses the assigned virtual machines. Also, it is 

conducted a role of security policy between user terminals and virtual machines and 

a role of maintenance of information for virtual machines.  

- Certification Server: Certification server has a responsibility of comprehensive 

managing the user accounts and of user certification. It is conducted a role of 

making definitions of small amount relative to the account policy and OS 

environments and also distribution of it.   

- Hypervisor: Hypervisor is the primary factor to execute the virtual machines 

which has been developing depending on the makers with their own characteristics 

and the main factor influenced the performance of desktop virtualization.  

- Virtual Machines Operating Server: This server has a role to supply the 

virtualization environment depending on the users with installing OS, hypervisor,  

and applications. 

- Sharing Storage: Sharing Storage is the space to store the image files of virtual 

machine executing in hypervisor, which contains OS, applications and so on.  

 

2.2 Classification of Desktop Virtualization 

Desktop virtualization can be divided into client desktop virtualization and the 

server host virtualization executing in local area and remote area, respectively. The 

client virtualization also separated into the methods to execute the application 

directly in the hypervisor without the virtual machines and the methods to drive 

application in the virtual machines. Server host virtualization is to conduct the 

application in the remote server and to display through remote display protocol in 
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the user terminal screen. The server host virtualization is composed of shared 

desktop (RDSH) virtualized the session, personal virtual desktop (VDI) as a virtual 

desktop infrastructure, and blade PC as physical personal desktop. It is executed 

Window 7/8 or XP desktop in the server of remote data center and expressed the 

virtual desktop environments through the user terminal for serve host VDI (SH-

VDI) in server host desktop virtualization. SH-VDI has a non-persistent model to 

assign the new environment whenever the user log on and a persistent model to  give 

the unique assigned virtual machines to users. Non-persistent model is called 

stateless desktop which support the similar environments to the users, so it is easy to 

maintain or manage the image and also it can reduce the storage costs because it can  

be offer a lot of virtual desktop with simple basic OS images. For persistent model, 

which is called statefull desktop, it is installed SW freely and kept the consistency 

of user environment because it supply the unique environments depending on the 

users. However, the cost is the main problem. In VDI, layered desktop is introduced 

newly, which has the advantages of both persistent and non-persistent. 

 

2.3 Structure of Desktop Virtualization  

Infra of desktop virtualization have four elements: clients for mobiles users; 

broker for connection management; virtual desktop supply server based on 

hypervisor; and storage supporting user data and virtual images. Client is the user 

terminal to access their own virtual environment like thin client and PC. The 

terminals use the basic offered protocol depending on the VDI venders. Broker is 

storing the information related to the virtual machine structure which is given to 

users when access is requested. Also, with the user information, they determine: of 

which server user access to the virtual machine; disperse the load; and conduct the 

dualization. AD/LDAP connected to broker has a role of user certification which 

can manage and access the user accounts. Also, it can define the group policy 

relative to the account policy and window environments and can distribute it en 

bloc. Hypervisor is the primary factor to execute the virtual machines and there is 

virtualization engine depending on each vender with their own characteristics; for 

example, MS Hyper-V, VMWare ESX server, XenServer of Citrix, and OVM of 

Oracle. The shared storage is the virtual machine OS storage, which store the image 

files for each OS and can conduct HA and live migration when the failure is taken 

place in the hypervisor. The relatively high performance storage system is used 

because of the heavy bottleneck effects when driving a lot of virtual machines.  

 

2.4 Virtualization Technology 

Currently, Citrix and Vmware occupy 80% of entire market of desktop 

virtualization system and Microsoft, Oracle, Quest Software and RedHat, which are 

open source side, do the market of virtual desktop.  

 

2.4.1 Citrix XenDesktop 

Citrix took over Xen and have supplied XebDesktop solution, which maintain the 

top of desktop virtualization market. XendDesktop give the virtual desktop 

environment based on the XenServer. As XenDesktop provides powerful 

management tools, it can manage the personal usage area and give the expandable 

host environment. Also, XenDesktop has functions using hypervisor supporting PC 

blade and GPU in order to use high quality 3D graphics. The structure of 

XenDesktop is consist of control module, desktop module, and image module. 

“Delivery Controller”, which is a connection broker, does user certification, manage 

desktop environment for users, and connect between users and their virtual desktop. 

Also, it is consisted of the following: XenServer, which is similar to the Hyper -V of 
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MS or VMware vSphere; Datastore; provisioning server; web interface; and access 

gateway in order to approach remote security. XenApp is also included the 

XenDesktop components, which is used in the remote application streaming. Guest 

VM or XenDesktop Agent of blade PC is used for direct connection between 

endpoints and user virtual desktop. The endpoints need Citrix Receiver, which i s 

used for approaching to the virtual desktop or application anywhere and any 

devices. Protocol of XenDesktop is the independent computing architecture (ICA) 

and supports more good performance relative to the RFP/RemoteFX in case of 

having limited bandwidths. XenDesktop 3 applies the high definition experience 

(HDX) protocol, so it is possible to support VoIP, webcam, 3D, and high quality 

audio and video with the WAN environment and to improve the user environment. 

HDX3D Pro supplies the virtual machines as pass through forms in order to service 

high quality through GPU with sharing physical GPU.  

 

2.4.2. VMware Horizon View 

After 2000, VMware have lead the server virtualization market and joined VDI 

market with introducing VDM 2.0 early 2008. Recently, VMware released View5 

which can connect vSphere. VDM is a server host virtual machine and changed its 

name to VMware horizon View. In 2009, VMware introduced PC-over-IP (PCoIP) 

protocol of Teradici for display protocol. With this, the performance of user remote 

experience of VMware [9, 15] had been dramatically improved. Also, the local 

mode is supported in order to use continuous VDI. The structure of VMware is 

starting View Client and login to View connection server. Combining this server 

with Windows Active Directory, it is supplied the access authority with respect to 

VMware vSphere environment, blade or physical PC, or the virtual desktop hosted 

to the Windows terminal service.  

Factors of Horizon View are the following:  

- Client Device: physical device that end users use 

- View Connection Server: as a broker role of client connection, a role of user 

certification, and a role of instruction to designated virtual system, physical or blade 

PC or windows terminal service server.  

- View client: SW for access to the View desktop 

- View portal: support to open View desktop inside the browsers  

- View Agent: support functions like connection monitoring communicating with 

View Client, virtual print, View personal setting management, and accessing USB 

device connected as a local.  

- View Administrator: configuration of View Connection Server, management of 

View desktop, and user certification 

- View Composer: It make to establish pool of clone connected upper layer 

virtual system.  

- vCenter Server: support central point to establish, provision, and manage the 

virtual system of data center with a role of central manager of VMware ESX/ESXi 

server connected to network.  

- View Transmit Server: it is managing and minimizing checked out View 

desktop in order to user in the end user local system and data transmission between 

data center.  

 

2.4.3 Microsoft RDVH-VDI  

 MS provide Full desktop session in the Window server starting as a terminal 

service and virtual desktop as an exclusive program, called RemoteApp, Terminal 

service of Window server 2008 R2 was changed its name to remote desktop service 

session host (RDSH) and, once again, to the remote desktop virtualization host 
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(RDVH)[10] adding the MS hardware virtual flatform, called Hyper-V. RDVH 

provides virtual desktop to clients executing window OS. In 2012, MS started to 

support redesigned complete remote desktop service stack which can make easily 

manage and install and also to improve the performance of Remote FX which make 

possible to service high quality in WAN area. MS give remote desktop or 

application as expanded unique remote desktop protocol (RDP) originated from 

Remote FX(RFX). In order to support appropriate user experience, the client 

devices can be driven with Window 7 SP1 or Window 8 with RDP8. MS VDI of 

Window Server 2012 has the following functions: remote desktop gateway (RDG) 

which make access to MS VDI; remote desktop web access (RDWA) which permit 

application access; remote desktop connection broker (RDCB) which make connect 

between VDI and user when they request; remote desktop session host (RDSH) 

which is known as terminal services; and remote desktop virtualization host which 

is MS Hyper-V with agents.  

 

2.4.4 Oracle VDI 

Oracle provides VDI solution which is belongs to SUN and the following four 

main components: virtual platform, session management (VDI core), desktop access 

clients, and storage. VDI core is located in the session management layer can make 

connect to VMware or MS Hyper-V through application link protocol (ALP). 

Without this, Dell support virtual desktop or application virtualization through 

Quest vWorkspace with Provision Networks. Deskton give the cloud desktop 

virtualization solution like desktop as a service (Daas). LISTEQ also give the VDI 

solution which can be possible plug and play through BoXedVDI and Virtual 

Bridges do virtual enterprise desktop environment (VERDE) 

 

2.4.5 Open Source (Red Hat) 

Red Hat, leading company of open source solution, support virtualization, 

application, management tools, and service oriented architecture (SOA) solutions 

based on Red Hat Enterprise Linux, which is high quality OS platform. Red Hat 

Enterprise Virtualization (RHEV) provides enterprise class open source server and 

desktop virtualization platforms. There are high performances and many 

expandability due to supporting Kernel based Virtual Machine (KVM) and various 

open source components.  

 

3. Establishment of Desktop Virtualization  
 

3.1 H/W Structure 

The background of establishment of desktop virtualization is to eliminate waste of the 

administrative power due to management of thousands of computer assets, plan of new 

computer dissemination, maintenance and to improve working environment to protect 

users with virtualization of PC from harmful environment like heat, noise, and dust from 

computers. With the reducing power consumptions and getting rid of environmental 

contamination factors due to abolished PC, the virtualization is needed to make green IT 

which meets the government policy of “low-carbon green growth”. Desktop virtualization 

HW is needed storages to store desktop resources, and is composed of terminals for usage 

of each resource. Users are not own the desktop, but monitors and input devices; users use 

OS and SW accessing the storage and also the personal data space assigned to the storage. 

Terminal was thin client type without HDD like Figure 2. The number of terminal is 32 

for each two spaces, so total 64 terminals were used 
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Figure 2. Thin Client Terminal 

 

Figure 3. Personal Computer and Cloud Work Environment Model 

Like Figure 3, the existing PC environment are divided into terminals, operating 

system, application, and work materials depending on the components, and also the cloud 

work environment model are done into desktop virtualization, application virtualization, 

and cloud storage depending on the centralization of components. Desktop 

Virtualization: The terminal which has a role of monitors and keyboards are left in 

the office; OS, application, and work materials are all centralized. Application 

Virtualization: a terminals and OS are left in the office; application and work 

materials are centralized. Cloud Storage [11, 12]: Only work materials are 

centralized with the existing PC environment. 
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Figure 4. Desktop Virtualized Network Composition 

In this paper, all the components of PC (OS, APP) are constituted in the main 

server, which drive using network and 100% PC resources (CPU, MEM, Graphic), 

and also with applying the terminal resources without HDD as shown in Figure 4. 

These methods make conduct work with downloading the OS and application from 

main server to terminals at the same time of booting; the generated data is stored in 

the main server.  

 

3.2 S/W Composition 

 

 

Figure 5. S/W Management and Distribution Diagram 
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Figure 6. PC Virtualization Diagram 

In the user terminals, any S/W is not installed and the virtual desktop resources 

installed in the mounted storage. It is installed in the control server the solution 

which has a role of generating and deleting virtual desktop. The composition is  

shown on the Figure 5: to constitute the main control server and storage; to manage 

each terminal; to store the user data; and to manage and distribute the OS. Figure 6 

is PC virtualization diagram of constituted desktop virtualization  

 

3.3. Results of Constitution  

As a result of constitution of virtualization, it could be earned the Table 3, which 

is result before and after virtualization. Through desktop virtualization, the power 

saving effects was obtained from 65,750(kW) to 7,400(kW) per year if using 8 

hours per day, which reduced from 480(w) to 50(w) for one desktop. In terms of 

costs, 90 % is saving from $4,650 to $480. Through virtualization, the convenience 

of management has been secured due to centralized managements, and also the work 

continuity has been guaranteed because of protecting data loss with separated 

important data storage. It has been achieved that the security is improved by 

protection of leakage of data to external. In terms of costs, the cost saving effects 

was obtained relative to the power saving, number of usage year, maintenance, and 

replacement duration.  

 

Table 3. Power Consumption before and after Virtualization 
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4. Conclusion 

The existing PC based work environment has problems of energy waste, 

information leakage and failure, and inefficient management. Carbon emission 

quantity depending on usage of PC is estimated 27 % of total IT area. In this paper, 

the leakage prevention effect for internal administration information is obtained by 

en bloc application of server based centralized security policy through desktop 

virtualization. In terms of power consumption, 90% of cost saving was earned 

relative to the normal computer. Also, the user work environment is improved and 

the efficiency is dramatically progressed with eliminating noise, dust, 

electromagnetic wave. Through this research, although the market has been growing 

with the advantage of virtual desktop; for example, power saving, high security, and 

low TCO, it has been deduced that the compatibility between products are  the major 

problem due to supporting independent solution using the unique platform and 

protocol depending on each vender. The international standardized activity has been 

progressed in ITU-T relative to desktop virtualization, so DaaS standard is 

prospected to complete. Henceforth, because various type of clouding service is 

established based on virtual desktop, it is needed to be researched continuously on 

developing the core technology of desktop virtualization with open source S/W and 

also the standardization work.  
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